id verification done right

information & benefits

Verifai: ID Verification done right. Our idea is simple: to offer the highest speed and accuracy in
ID-scanning software through Artificial Intelligence and Deep Machine Learning.
Verifai was born in 2017 as a spinoff of Belsimpel, the largest independent smartphone retailer in
the Netherlands. Belsimpel needed a fast and reliable ID scanning solution to identify customers
applying for a mobile phone subscription. We could not find a solution on the market, so we
decided to build it ourselves.
We built a simple, fast and accurate solution that we’d love to share with you. User-friendliness,
safety and machine learning form the DNA of our product.

about verifai

our dna

meet the team behind verifai
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Our idea is simple: to combine best practices and manual checks with smart
technologies. Verifai uses artificial intelligence, deep machine learning, and NFC chip
authentication to enable the highest speed and accuracy in ID scanning software.

powered by ai

cutting edge technologies

machine learning
We love state-of-the-art technologies. That’s why Verifai uses
Artificial Intelligence and deep machine learning algorithms to
verify ID documents. Verifai loads complex neural networks
that are capable of detecting identification documents and
MRZ with incredible accuracy and speed. The results literally
get better every single day, as we run complex simulations on
dedicated GPU servers to fine-tune the classifiers.

certificate check
Verify and authenticate ePassports and eIDs from all over the
world by reading the NFC chip and checking them against root
certificates.

security features
Verifai enables you to manually check security features by
showing them automatically after verification. Spare time for
searching in extensive databases, Verifai shows the right
security features within seconds.
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Ensuring user safety has been a key motivator from the
beginning. That’s why we wanted to create a product that works
offline and automatically blocks sensitive customer
information.

GDPR-compliance

driven by innovation

safety

Another key part of Verifai’s DNA is its compliance with the
General Data Protection Regulation. During the development
phase, we carefully considered each of GDPR’s seven key
principles. Want to know how? Check out our website!

machine learning
We are confident that machine learning is the start of a new era
in ID verification. We feel it’s about time, too: today’s mobile
hardware is powerful enough to run AI and Machine learning
enabled software. Also, we get a kick out of a product that gets
smarter the more it’s used.

easy to use
ID verification shouldn’t be complicated. Since the whole idea
of our product is to make life easier, the software and SDK’s
itself should work just as easily. Implementing a simple solution
shouldn’t take several days. That is why Verifai’s SDK’s has been
designed to be seamlessly integrated within a blink of an eye.
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our mission
Our mission is to prevent identity fraud around the world. By improving our ID verification
software and our reference database, we’re getting closer and closer to a fraud-free world. By
“teaching” our software on the existence of specific ID models, we can drastically improve the
detection of fake identification documents.

our mission

our quest for specimen documents

how we do this
Verifai uses Deep Machine Learning and neural networks to make our ID verification software
extra smart. We teach our software by training documents under practically all conditions, such
as different angles, light conditions and backgrounds.

why we need physical specimen IDs
When using artificially created or digital images of specimen documents, we are not able to
create lighting conditions, backgrounds and angles in a natural way. That’s why we need physical
specimen documents instead of digital scans or photos. We use them to ‘train’ our software
which improves the accuracy of our product.

prevent identity fraud by sharing specimen documents
It is essential that specimen documents are shared with organizations that help prevent identity
fraud. These entail government institutions, but also commercial organizations such as Verifai.
You can support us in our battle against identity fraud.

contact our acquisition experts to learn more

Jeroen Doorenbos
CEO
E. Jeroen.doorenbos@verifai.com

Robbin Hof MSc
Business Development/
Acquisition Expert
E. Robbin.hof@verifai.com
M. +31 (0)6 40959846
T. +31 (0)50 2113817

Joshua Peper
CTO
E. Joshua.peper@verifai.com

Tim Pels Rijcken MSc
Business Development/
Acquisition Expert
E. Tim.pelsrijcken@verifai.com
M. +31 (0)6 36164356
T. +31 (0)50 2113817
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Verifai is extraordinarily smart OCR software, which can authenticate
identification documents in a matter of seconds. Verifai’s powerful iOS,
Android, Windows, and server-side SDK solutions help improve your ID
verification procedure significantly.
Verifai is a Software Development Kit which can be integrated with and
connected to almost all existing software and hardware solutions.
Each type of usage offers different advantages. With mobile devices, we are
able to offer integration of NFC-scanning. This is available for both Android and
iOS devices. Our smart passport scanners offer the possibility to authenticate
the documents as well.

Laptop, computer and server-side

mobile devices

Read MRZ

Live
blocking
templates

Automatic
recognition
of any id

Use NFC to
read RFID

Check
against root
certificates
with NFC

supports all devices

the complete sdk to verify identity

document scanner

Use IR and
UV filters

Security
features
check

iOS

Android

Server-side
Dedicated
device
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With an extremely UX-friendly interface and fast scan speeds,
scanning will take your customer no effort or time.

complete and seamless SDK
Verifai is designed to be the most powerful ID verification
software tool available. That’s why our SDK can be integrated
perfectly in iOS, Android and Windows applications.

what verifai offers you

fast and simple use

cost-effectiveness
The effectiveness of AI saves our developers a lot of time. This
way, you pay the absolute minimum for the absolute maximum.
Welcome to market-disrupting pricing.

continuous updates
Our software is updated regularly, at no additional cost. With
Verifai, you always have the most advanced software at your
disposal, without question.
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Verifai’s ID verification software is perfect to anyone who seeks to integrate an ID
verification tool in their software, as we support UV/Infrared passport scanners,
Android and iOS, and offer a web-based solution.

Embed Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning in border control
processes, law enforcement and verification of citizen’s IDs.

verifai is built for you

benefits

Verify and authenticate ePassports and eIDs from all over the world by
reading the NFC chip and checking them against root certificates.

Verifai is fully GDPR-compliant and works offline.

With pricing 71.7% cheaper than alternatives, Verifai is the most
affordable solution on the market.

Verifai is a Software Development Kit which can be integrated with
and connected to almost all existing software and hardware solutions.

id verification
done right
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Everyone loves transparency, right? At Verifai, transparency is part of our
identity. We don’t do setup fees, hidden costs, or nasty surprises. We simply
offer clear pricing. ID verification has never been so affordable. You can only
pay per scan afterwards with our monthly plan.
With a monthly Verifai plan you won’t ever come up short. You can verify IDs
year-round, and simply pay afterwards. No fuss nor hidden fees. Simple ID
verifications, whenever you need them. Good to know, payment is afterwards on
a monthly basis.

Volume range
<499
500 - 749
750 - 999
1000 - 1499
1500 - 1999
2000 - 2499
2500 - 2999
3000 - 3499
3500 - 3999
4000 - 4499
4500 - 4999
5000 - 5499
5500 - 5999
6000 - 6499
6500 - 6999
7000 - 7499
7500 - 7999
8000 - 8499
8500 - 8999
9000 - 9499

Price per scan
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

0,245
0,186
0,153
0,142
0,131
0,122
0,113
0,106
0,098
0,092
0,086
0,083
0,081
0,078
0,076
0,073
0,071
0,069
0,067
0,065

Volume range
9500 - 9999
10000 - 12499
12500 - 14999
15000 - 17499
17500 - 19999
20000 - 24999
25000 - 29999
30000 - 34999
35000 - 39999
40000 - 44999
45000 - 49999
50000 - 74999
75000 - 99999
100000 - 199999
200000 - 299999
300000 - 399999
400000 - 499999
500000 - 749999
750000- ∞

Price per scan
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

0,063
0,060
0,058
0,056
0,053
0,048
0,043
0,039
0,034
0,032
0,029
0,024
0,019
0,013
0,011
0,010
0,009
0,008
0,007

contact us

We can’t wait to give your customers the best ID-verification experience ever. Can
you? Contact us when you’re ready! Our Team will support you wherever needed.

pricing done right

pay per scan

demo
try for free

contact us
www.verifai.com
info@verifai.com
+31 50 211 3817
P.O. Box 17604
1001 JM Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Waagstraat 1, Unit A
9712 JX Groningen
The Netherlands

Download our free demo:
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